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Two methods are generally used for the aeroelastic analysis of bladed-disc assemblies. The
first, often referred to as the energy method, assumes that the fluid does not modify in-
vacuum structural dynamic behavior. On the other hand, the second, based on an eigenvalue
approach, considers the feedback effect of the fluid on the structure. In this paper, these
methods are compared using different test cases, in order to highlight the limitations of the
energy method. Within this comparison, the effect of material modifications on the coupled
behavior of the assembly is examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent technological advances allow the design of
blades which are lighter, thinner and which can run

at high rotation speeds. These features lead to
significant improvements in terms of turbomachine
performance and efficiency. However, they also
increase the risks of emergence of aeroelastic prob-
lems such as flutter or forced response. Flutter
is a self-excited instability resulting from aero-

dynamic forces induced by blade vibration. Forced

response is primarily caused by rotation of the
blading in non-uniform incoming flow fields. In
order to fulfill the necessarily severe requirements
of safety, performance and cost-effectiveness, it is
essential to be able to predict the occurrences of
these aeroelastic problems as soon and as precisely
as possible.
At present, fluid-structure coupled analyses

are mostly performed by fluid oriented specialists,
working with vibrational data obtained from in-
vacuum structural computations: Carta (1967),
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B61cs and Fransson (1986). In this context, aero-
elastic analyses are often performed using the
so-called Energy Method, which ignores the feed-
back effect of the fluid on structural vibration.
On the contrary, certain approaches are highly
coupled and involve solving both structure and
fluid equations in a single time marching scheme:
Bendiksen (1991), He (1984), Marshall and
Imregun (1995). These approaches, although very
attractive, are currently far too computationally
expensive for design procedures. Between these
extremes, linearized frequency domain methods
which include modal approaches, have played
and still play an important role: Kielb and Kasa
(1984), Srinivasan and Fabunmi (1984), Smith

(1991), Gerolymos (1993), Jacquet-Richardet and
Henry (1994), Imregun (1995), Moyroud et al.
(1996). This paper first describes a modal aero-
elastic analysis method adapted to turbomachinery
flutter analyses. The general theoretical back-
ground is presented. Then, the characteristics of
the coupling method retained are shown to allow
a unified presentation of both the energy method
and the modal method. In this respect, these two
methods are compared on a given application.
Finally, the influence of specific structural modifi-
cations is discussed.

Detailed parametric studies, as proposed for
example by Bendiksen and Friedmann (1982), can
be found on the subject. The main objectives of
the paper are to examine the evolution of the error
introduced by the energy method, when consider-
ing advanced technologies such as composite or

honeycomb, and to examine the effect of possible
structural changes only, without any blade outer
geometry modification and taking a realistic struc-
ture into consideration.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. Modal Method

The general formulation, briefly presented here, is
based on a modal approach of the linearized
coupled problem. The structure is assumed to be

constituted with N blades mounted on a flexible
disk. The displacement of such a cyclic assembly is
written in terms of traveling wave coordinates. For
a given traveling wave, n, all the sectors of the
structure vibrate according to the same mode but
each of them is out of phase with respect to the next

by a constant phase angle fin. The relationship be-
tween the physical displacement of blade s and the
traveling wave coordinate associated with reference
blade is

N

8s (She j(s-1)fl’’ with
n=O

27rn
fl N

;n-0,...,N-1. (1)

When considering tuned assemblies, blades in a

row are identical and all the traveling wave modes
are independent and can be calculated separately
(Crawley, 1987). In this case, the dynamic behavior
of the assembly is governed by

(2)

where n is the traveling wave order, G, }n and gn
are respectively the structural displacement, velo-
city and acceleration vectors, M is the mass

matrix, Cn accounts for gyroscopic and damping
effects and K is the stiffness matrix. On the right-
hand side of the equation, Fn is the vector of
unsteady aerodynamic forces and Fe is the vector
of all the motion independent excitation forces.
Matrix Kn includes both non-linear stress stiffening
and spin softening effects induced by rotation at
speed f. This matrix is obtained after a preliminary
computation of the non-linear static equilibrium
position of the structure subjected to centrifugal
and steady fluid forces (8).
A direct solution of system (2) remains difficult

for three main reasons. First, even when reduced to
one basic cyclic sector of the assembly, the size of
the system remains large for precise analyses.
Second, due to unsteady aerodynamic forces the
system remains non-linear. Third, since different
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discretizations and different meshes are usually
used for structure and fluid, compatibility prob-
lems at the interface should be solved before any
computation. As shown for example by Jacquet-
Richardet et al. (1994) and by Moyroud et al.

(1996), these drawbacks can be efficiently overcome
using a linearized modal approach.
The first Step of the modal method consists in

solving the problem, without damping and in-
vacuum, associated with (2). Then, assuming that
the coupled vibration can be written as a linear
combination of the first m modes obtained
i- 1,..., m), this results in

m

{6,}- -{4,,i}q,i- [4’,]{q,}. (3)
i=1

Carrying over Eq. (3) to Eq. (2) gives

[m,,]{/,} + [c,]{0n} + [kn]{q,} {fn} + {fe},
(4)

where

[rnn]

{re}-- [qn]t{fe}.

[Cn] [@n]t[cn][@n]

{fn) [qn] {Fn },

Matrices mn and k, are diagonal. Using a

linearized unsteady fluid model, motion dependent
fluid forces are proportional to the vibratory dis-
placement and, thus, can be written as

{fn } [dpn]t{F([4n]{qn}) } [dpn]t[An]{qn} [an]{qn}.
(6)

The vectors of matrix An represent the unsteady
forces generated by the structure, when vibrating
according to each mode shape kept in the modal
basis, at the frequency of the coupled system. The
order of matrix an is m by m and this matrix is
naturally a function of the aerodynamic condi-
tions associated with the operating point con-
sidered. By assuming the standard assumption of

harmonic motion and excitation, and carrying
over (6) to (4), this leads to the modal aeroelastic
equations in the frequency domain:

A2,[rn]{c-/} + Anlc]{g/ } + [kn a]{{/} {fe}.
(7)

Due to the phase difference between the struc-

tural motion and the motion dependent unsteady
aerodynamic forces, matrix a, is complex. If the
excitation forces are ignored, the system reduces to

a complex eigenvalue/eigenvector problem whose
solution is obtained, for each mode i, in the form

As the aeroelastic matrix an is a function of
vibrational characteristics of the coupled system, a

few iterations are generally needed to obtain a

converged solution. The values of the damped fre-
quency ci and of the associated damping ratio cn:
are given by analogy with the one degree of freedom
systems, as follows:

The logarithmic decrement 7 can be obtained
from the damping ratio according to

/ 2,. (0)7ni 2ni / i2

2.2. Energy Method

The energy method, introduced by Carta (1967), is
an uncoupled approach based on the assumption
that the frequency and the mode shape of the
coupled system remain identical to those of the
structure in a vacuum. The logarithmic decrement
obtained by using the energy method is expressed
by Carta as

W
7-4K (11)

where W is the work done per cycle by the aero-

dynamic forces and K is the mean kinetic energy
calculated over one cycle of vibration.
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Considering the modal method, the basic as-

sumption of the energy method is easily accounted
for by reducing the modal basis to a single natural
mode, i.e. the mode under consideration. Thus (3)
becomes

{6,,} {ni}qni. (12)

In this case, the aeroelastic eigenvalue/eigen-
vector problem reduces to

Ai rnni + Anicni + (ki a,i) O,

ani-- {d?ni}t[Fn(cni)].
where

(3)

The energy method does not consider structural
damping. Thus, considering the complex nature of

an- and Ani, the real part of the solution of Eq. (13)
becomes

)nRi CtniO.Jni ani/2mni/ni 2 kni/mniwith c%
(14)

Assuming that natural frequency is not modified
by fluid influence, (14) gives the following expres-
sion for the aerodynamic damping ratio and the
associated logarithmic decrement:

2
ni ani/2mnicOni, 2

7ni 7ra,i/rnici. (15)

is homogeneous to the work perThe term ani
cycle of the unsteady forces on mode (Carta,

2 is1967; B61cs and Fransson, 1986). The term mniCdni
proportional to the vibrational kinetic energy
associated with mode i. Consequently, the loga-
rithmic decrement given by (15) is really homog-
eneous to that given by (11).

3. APPLICATION

Conventional fan blades for high bypass ratio
engines are characterized by a high aspect ratio,
and consequently are designed with part span
shrouds to minimize the risks of aeroelastic in-
stabilities. The main disadvantage of shrouds is to

reduce the overall efficiency of the stage. In this

respect the development of wide chord fans,
without any shroud, has permitted a significant
improvement in fan efficiency. The application con-
siders three possible configurations of a selected
wide chord fan stage. A general description is given
and the models used for structural and fluid
domains are described briefly. The results com-

puted for the structure in a vacuum and for the
fluid-structure coupled system are presented. The
differences in behavior between the three config-
urations considered are examined and the influence
of blade material changes are highlighted. Finally,
the possible evolution of the error introduced by
the energy method approximations, when applied
to advanced configurations such as honeycomb or

composite blades, is illustrated.

3.1. Description

The application is based on a fan rotor made of
N: 22 wide chord blades. The outer diameter of
the fan is 1.9 m. The blade length is 0.69 m and its

aspect ratio is 2.1. The rotor speed considered is
f- 2000 rpm. Three different configurations with
the same blade profile are evaluated and compared:
(1) blades integrally made of titanium, (2) blades
with a titanium skin and a low density honeycomb
core, and (3) blades made oflaminates ofcomposite
material.
The advantage of configurations 2 and 3 is to

significantly reduce the weight of the assembly
while maintaining good mechanical properties.
The main characteristics of the three configurations
are as follows: Configuration 1, Young modulus

Et 1.15 x 1011 Pa, density Pt 4291 kg/m3 and
Poisson’s coefficient ut=0.34. For configuration
2, the thickness of the honeycomb core is assumed
to be 60% of the total thickness, with the exception
of elements associated with trailing edge and
leading edge completely made of titanium. The
honeycomb core is modeled as an equivalent homog-
eneous material whose properties are: Young
modulus Eh--1.1 x 10Pa, density ph =20kg/m3.
Considering configuration 3, the blade is assumed
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to be made of laminates of graphite epoxy with
the following properties: Young’s modulus E1
1.35 x l0 ll Pa and E2= 1.00 101Pa, shear
modulus G12-- 5.40 109pa, G13 5.40 x 109pa
and G23 1.50 109 Pa, density p 1600 kg/m
and Poisson’s coefficient 12=0.3. Due to the
properties of the matrix and the fibers, the char-
acteristics 0f graphite epoxy laminates are not
isotropic. Directions and 2 are respectively fiber
direction and matrix direction. The blade is as-
sumed to be constituted by 16 layers of equal
thickness with the following stacking sequence:
[[90, +45, -45, 90]s]s. Fiber orientation is defined
as shown in Fig. 1.

3.2. Structure and Fluid Modeling

The structure is modeled using a quadrangular
multilayered degenerated-solid shell element with
eight nodes. As shown by Chao and Reddy (1984),
or by Jacquet-Richardet and Swider (1997), this
element is particularly adapted to the composite
blade and allows coherent modeling of the three
different cases considered. As shown in Fig,. 1, the

blade is meshed using 380 finite elements, resulting
in 1887 nodes and 2950 degrees of freedom.
The steady and unsteady aerodynamic forces

are computed using a quasi three-dimensional line-
arized potential flow solver, based on a Galerkin
finite element discretization scheme, FINSUP
Whitehead and Newton (1985) and Whitehead

(1990). Although this model is based on the poten-
tial flow equations, it is believed to give reasonably
accurate results for the selected subsonic-flow con-

ditions. The eleven streamsurfaces meshed along
the blade span contain about 900 two-dimensional
triangular elements and 600 nodes each (Fig. 2).
The inlet/outlet relative isentropic Mach number
varies from 0.347/0.319 at the blade’s root to 0.640/
0.652 at the blade’s tip. The inlet/outlet relative
flow incidence varies from -27.5/16.9 (root) to

-65.5/-65.7 (tip). For a given aeroelastic mode, the
unsteady aerodynamic pressures are calculated
for the 11 streamsurfaces, the 4 modes kept in the
modal basis (3), and the 23 possible traveling
wave orders (1).

3.3. Dynamic Behavior of the Uncoupled System

The first 4 natural frequencies computed for the 3
different configurations at rest are reported in

FIGURE Finite element mesh. 0: fiber orientation angle
of composite layers (reference: global z axis).
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FIGURE 2 Fluid mesh tip blade section; vertical: circum-
ferential distance (m)/horizontal: meridional distance (m).
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Table I. Modes l, 2 and 4 are flapwise bend-
ing modes while mode 3 is a torsional mode. Com-
pared to the titanium configuration, the increase
in frequency for the bending modes is about
27% for the honeycomb configuration and about
34.5% for the composite configuration. In the
case of the torsional mode, this increase is limited
to 15% and 27% respectively. The difference in
mode shape between the three configurations is
negligible comparison performed using the modal
assurance criterion proposed by Allemang and
Brown (1982).
The progression of frequency with rotation speed

is shown in the Campbell diagram given in Fig. 3.

TABLE Natural frequencies; structure at rest

Mode Titanium (Hz) Honey comb (Hz) Composite (Hz)
(1) (2) (3)

(1 B) 42.5 54.8 57.1
2(2B) 131.0 167.2 178.0
3 (IT) 253.6 292.6 321.1
4 (3B) 347.8 433.2 463.8

600
Honeycomb Composite

500
Titanium ..400

300

209

100

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

2B

Rotation (rpm)

FIGURE 3 Progression of frequency with rotation: Campbell
diagram.

Classically, rotation has almost no effect on

torsion but it does have a considerable influence
on bending. The increase in frequency is more

pronounced for the titanium configuration, thus
the heaviest blade. As shown in Table II for the
first mode, when changing from titanium to honey-
comb or composite material, the decrease in
modal mass and in modal stiffness is considerable.
Changes are more pronounced for the mass than
for the stiffness.

3.4. Aeroelastic Behavior of the Coupled System

For clarity, only the results obtained for the first
modes, first bendings (1B), are presented below.
The reduced frequency at 80% span associated
with these modes are: k(titanium) 0.25,
k(honeycomb):0.29 and k(composite):0.30,
where k :c/2U with v being frequency in rad/s,
c chord and U relative inlet flow velocity in the
rotating coordinate system. The unsteady pressure
distribution on the blade surface is illustrated in

Fig. 4. The stability loops, presented in Fig. 5, give
the values of the aeroelastic damping ratio as a

function of the aeroelastic frequency, for the 3
configurations and for each of the possible travel-
ing wave orders. The system is found to be stable
in all cases (negative damping ratio). From the
titanium configuration to the honeycomb and com-
posite configurations, a net increase in aeroelastic
damping is observed. Damping ratios associated
with composite material are more than twice those
associated with titanium.
Among other parameters, F6rsching (1994)

points out that the density of the working fluid pf

has a direct influence on the amount of aeroelastic
damping via the mass ratio ]ni---mni/Pfc2. As the

TABLE II Modal quantities at f 2000 rpm; relative comparison between configurations 1, 2 and 3

Mode 1B Titanium Honeycomb [(2)-(1)]/(1) Composite [(3)-(1)]/(1)
(1) (2) (%) (3) (%)

Modal mass (m) 1.45 0.63 -56 0.50 -66
Modal stiffness (k) 1.79 x 105 1.08 x 105 -40 9.03 10 --50
Frequency (Hz) 55.8 65.6 + 18 67.7 + 21
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FIGURE 4 Unsteady pressure coefficients, Cp module,
Phi(Cp) phase, c chord, x chord-wise distance. Section at 80%
span, n 12, first mode of the composite configuration.

mass ratio is also directly controlled by structural
density, the influence of a change in blade mate-
rial is in certain cases examined in terms of mass

change only. For blades entirely made of con-
ventional materials (titanium, aluminium, steel),
this criterion can be valuable since changes in mate-
rial do not produce significant changes in the first
natural frequencies and mode shapes. In this case,
Eq. (15) confirms that the evolution of aeroelastic
damping can be deduced from mass characteristics.

However, more generally, blade material changes
affect both structural mass and stiffness proper-
ties. These changes lead to frequency variations
and consequently unsteady aerodynamic loading
variations. According to expressions (14) and (15),
the ratio between the aeroelastic damping, given by
two configurations cl and c2, can be written as

’Tn(cl) aIn(c 2
1) mn(c2) COn(c2)

aln(c2) mn(cl) COn2(cl)
1_____) kn(c2) (16)aIn(c2) kn(cl)

where subscript i, indicating the mode number, has
been omitted. This ratio is an interesting tool here
since mode shapes associated with the three con-

figurations considered were found identical and
normalized in the same way, allowing a direct

comparison of modal quantities. Figure 6 shows
the global ratio between the aeroelastic damping
computed for the composite configuration (c 1) and
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FIGURE 5 Stability loop of first bending modes.
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FIGURE 6 Influence of blade material changes on aero-
elastic damping. (cl) composite-(c2) titanium. Damping:
"Yn(cl)/’Yn(c2), aerodynamic work: aIn(cl)/alncc2), mass: mn(c2)/

1mn c fre uenc co co stiffness kn c2 cl(), q Y: n(c2)/ n(cl)’ )/ )"
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the titanium configuration (c2). The different con-
tributions associated with unsteady aerodynamic
loading, modal mass, modal stiffness and frequency
changes are also reported. By examining Fig. 6, it
appears clearly that aeroelastic damping changes
are not governed here by a single parameter and that
the different contributions have about the same level
of influence on the final result. The same tendency
was observed when comparing the honeycomb and
titanium configurations and it should be much
more pronounced when considering two composite
configurations with different ply arrangements. In
this case, considerable stiffness changes can be
obtained without any mass modification.

3.5. Influence of Coupling Modeling

The energy method assumes that natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes are not modified by unsteady
aerodynamic forces. The influence of this assump-
tion is examined here by comparison of the results
computed using the modal method with 4 modes in
modal basis to those directly computed using (15).
This comparison is illustrated by the solid lines
shown in Fig. 7, where it appears that, while not
drastic the error induced by the energy method is
significant. The energy method gives better results
for the titanium configuration than for the compo-
site configuration. This feature is explained by
the relative stiffness of these configurations. The
composite structure is less rigid and the effect
of unsteady aerodynamic loading is more pro-
nounced, leading to larger aeroelastic frequency
variations.
The global error introduced by the energy

method can be divided into errors associated with
frequency approximation and errors associated
with mode shape approximation. In order to better
quantify these errors, the structure is analyzed
using the modal method with only one mode in
modal basis, i.e. the mode under consideration.
Comparing these results to those obtained using
4 modes in modal basis gives the influence of
mode shape approximation, and comparing them
to those obtained using the energy method gives
the influence of frequency approximation. The

Titanium

=
Global approximation

Mode shape approximation

o,

0 4 8 12 16 20
n

Composite

2,5

1,5

0,5

0 4 8 12 16 20

FIGURE 7 Approximation error introduced by the energy
method (-yn(ref)-’n(approx)) (note the difference in scale be-
tween the titanium and composite configurations).

examination of these partial errors, reported in
Fig. 7, shows that both frequency and mode shape
approximations have about the same effect.

CONCLUSION

Parametric aeroelastic studies are always of
great importance but they often forget the techno-
logical feasibility hidden behind non-dimensional
parameters. On the contrary, the goal of this
study is to consider a realistic structural geometry
and some possible configurations. Accordingly,
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although the tendencies shown should not be gener-
alized too hurriedly, the following conclusions
can be highlighted.

In the framework of fluid-structure coupled
systems, the computation of the work done by
the unsteady aerodynamic forces on the vibrating
structure gives only information on system stabi-
lity. To quantify the damping brought about by
the fluid on the structure, Carta showed that it is
necessary to divide this work by a term homog-
eneous with the kinetic energy of the mode under
consideration. With such a formulation, the so-
called energy method appears as a particular case
of a more general and more accurate coupling
method based on an eigenvalue approach (modal
aeroelastic coupling method). This unified presen-
tation is used in order to make a comparative
study. The results obtained show that discrepancies
induced by the energy method, although limited
in the case of conventional turbomachine blades,
are not inconsiderable and could be significant
for advanced or critical configurations.
The effect of material modifications on the aero-

elastic behavior of bladed assemblies is illustrated.
Structural modifications also affect mass, stiffness
and frequency characteristics. These changes have
an effect on the motion dependent unsteady aero-
dynamic forces. Consequently, any criterion for
quantifying the effect of blade material change,
based on a single structural parameter, should be
used with great care.
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